Users leave a trail of their personal data, interests, and intents while surfing or sharing information on the Web. Web data could therefore reveal some private/sensitive information about users based on inference analysis. The possible identification of information corresponding to a single individual by an inference attack holds true even if the user identifiers are encoded or removed in the Web data. Several works have been done on improving privacy of Web data through obfuscation methods [7, 12, 18, 32] . However, these methods are neither comprehensive, generic to be applicable to any Web data, nor effective against adversarial attacks. To this end, we propose a privacy-aware obfuscation method for Web data addressing these identified drawbacks of existing methods. We use probabilistic methods to predict privacy risk of Web data that incorporates all key privacy aspects, which are uniqueness, uniformity, and linkability of Web data. The Web data with high predicted risk are then obfuscated by our method to minimize the privacy risk using semantically similar data. Our method is resistant against adversary who has knowledge about the datasets and model learned risk probabilities using differential privacy-based noise addition. Experimental study conducted on two real Web datasets validates the significance and efficacy of our method. Our results indicate that the average privacy risk reaches to 100% with a minimum of 10 sensitive Web entries, while at most 0% privacy risk could be attained with our obfuscation method at the cost of average utility loss of 64.3%.
INTRODUCTION
The wide-spread use of the Web to search or share information online introduces various privacy and confidentiality threats. One such most persistent threat is users' identification and tracking via their Web behavioral data [6, 16, 33] . Users unintentionally leave digital traces of their personal information, interests, and intents while using the online services, such as social networks, discussion forums, product reviews sites, and search engines, which could reveal sensitive information about them. The threat becomes more subtle when users are identified from anonymized datasets through inference analysis by an eavesdropper or a researcher who has access to the data. Few examples in the literature involving such threats are the re-identification of individuals in the anonymized AOL search histories of 650,000 users [16] , Netflix training data of 500,000 subscribers [28] , and Massachusetts hospital discharge data [34] .
While there have been several works done on improving the privacy of users' Web data through obfuscation methods, these existing methods primarily lack in considering all key aspects/features of Web data privacy and they are not applicable to any Web data (e.g., search queries, posts, comments, reviews). Furthermore, these obfuscation methods are not resilient against adversarial attacks, where given the adversary's knowledge about the obfuscation mechanism and the users' Web behavior, they break the guarantees of protecting the privacy of users' Web data.
To this end, we provide answers to two key questions: (1) What are the key features of Web data privacy; and how to quantify privacy risk by considering these features? (2) How to develop a resilient obfuscation mechanism to improve the privacy of Web data predicted with high risk, given the adversary has access to anonymized Web data and knowledge of obfuscation algorithm? We propose an adversarialresistant, quantitative method that predicts privacy risks of users' Web data and then obfuscates high risk data with the guarantee of protection against inference attacks by adversaries. The proposed obfuscation method can be applicable to any type of Web applications, such as social networks, search engines, blogs, product review sites, and online forums.
Definition 1.1 (Privacy Risk in Web Data).
We define privacy risk in (anonymized) Web data as a risk of identifying users and thereby learning their sensitive/private information through (1) uniqueness (distinguishability) of the sequences of a user's Web actions from other users' Web actions, (2) uniformity (non-diversity) of the user in his Web data, and (3) linkability of the user using his personal identifiable information (PII) 1 available in data.
A user's privacy is at a high risk when his Web data is distinguishable from other users, has non-diversity in own data or actions, and is linkable to an individual with high confidence based on the user's PII. For example, if a user searches or comments regarding a certain disease, drug, pregnancy, or terrorism, the Web history of the user could compromise privacy if the user's data is distinguishable, uniform for the user, and linkable to an individual based on PII available in previous search history.
We propose a privacy-aware obfuscation method for Web data that first quantifies privacy risk of users' data and then obfuscates high risk data entries with semantically similar lower risk data entries. The main contributions of our paper are as follows:
• We quantify users' privacy risk in Web data using probabilistic methods, the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) that calculates probabilities of uniqueness, uniformity, and linkability learned from training data. The model is generic (applicable) to any Web data, such as posts, shares, tweets, search queries, reviews, and clicks. Further, the model is dynamic in that the learned probabilities are updated with new data. To the best of our knowledge, no work has been done that allows such generic, comprehensive, and dynamic risk prediction in Web data.
• We propose a novel obfuscation method to obfuscate high risk (predicted) data using semantically similar low risk data retrieved from the trained HMM at the cost of some loss in utility. Using differentially-private noise addition, our proposed method is resilient against adversary who has knowledge about the method, HMM probabilities and the training dataset and therefore is able to estimate the privacy risk values and could differentiate between the original and the obfuscated data by getting all possible paths in the HMM that have higher risks.
• We conduct an extensive empirical study using two real Web datasets, the AOL dataset and our new app reviews dataset 2 . Our results indicate that privacy risk increases with sharing more data on the Web. For the AOL dataset, we found that an average privacy risk reaches 100% when a user enters 10 queries. For app reviews dataset, we found that average privacy risk associated with just 1 sensitive review is 80.5%, which increases to 87.5% with 7 reviews. We found that some obfuscated entries offer 0% privacy risk at the low cost of utility, however, there are some cases where 1 Users often share or search for PII on the Web including names, contact details, address/location details of people, and ego-surfing [4] ). 2 We contribute a new large Web dataset in the domain of online app reviews by implementing a Google Play crawler that collects apps identifiers and apps meta-data.
Uniqueness in Web Data
Uniformity Figure 1 : Overview of our privacy-aware obfuscation method for Web data obfuscated entries totally change the meaning of original entries. The addition of differentially private noise in the HMM model does not show significant difference in risk prediction, however, we see significant increase in utility loss for app reviews dataset i.e., 50% of the obfuscated entries has the utility loss of 64.3%, which increases to 90% for the perturbed entries by noise.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the methodology that we propose for obfuscating Web data. In Section 3, we first present our datasets (Section 3.1), then experimental results (Section 3.2), and finally discussion summary (Section 3.3). We provide the literature review on existing obfuscation methods and privacy risk quantification in Section 4. In Section 5, we conclude our work and discuss venues for future work.
THE METHODOLOGY FOR OBFUSCATING WEB DATA
In this Section, we describe how users' privacy risk in Web data can be predicted and measured using probabilistic methods, and obfuscated if the predicted risk is high. We begin with an overview, followed by the risk quantification, and then obfuscation method.
Overview
Our aim is to develop a method to predict privacy risk of Web data that comprehensively includes all key aspects of privacy and then obfuscate the high risk Web data using probabilistic methods. An overview of our proposed method is shown in Figure 1 . The threat model we consider is the inference attack by a researcher or an eavesdropper who has access to anonymized (i.e., user identifiers are removed or encoded) Web data as well as knowledge about our probabilistic model. The proposed method is generic and can be applicable to various applications of Web data, such as online social networks, product reviews, forums, and professional networks. The privacy risk (see Definition 1.1) of a user in the Web data is determined by three key aspects: (1) uniqueness of the data, (2) uniformity of the user's data, and the (3) linkability of data to the user based on personal identifiable information (PII) available in the Web data. The probability of uniqueness or distinguishability of a certain data or a sequence of data is measured as the nonlikelihood of it by a user being similar to Web data of other users such that it is unique or distinguished to reveal the user's identity. For example, if a user data contains 'Smith' it is less likely to be identifiable as it is a very common name in Australia, while data containing 'Dijith' (which is a less common name) is more likely to be identifiable (and therefore not anonymized). Similarly, if a user data contains a less common topic (e.g., a specific drug) it is more likely to be re-identified and the probability of distinguishability and linkability becomes even higher when the user's previous data contain personal information such as names and locations.
The probability of uniformness of a user based on the user's previous data (i.e., history) is measured as the likelihood the user has entered the data (and thereby interested in the data). The more the user has entered a certain data in previous history, the more confidence of the inference that the user is interested in this data. The joint probability of uniqueness and uniformity measures the probability of identifiability of the user in his Web actions (i.e., inverse of privacy gain for the user). The probability of linkability of a user's data to an individual is based on how much PII available in the user's data. PII could reveal personal identity of a user and therefore allows linking the corresponding data to the user. The overall privacy risk is measured as the joint probability of identifiability (uniqueness and uniformity) and linkability probabilities.
The probability of inference from a sequence of Web data is often conditional probability on previous data and therefore the risk of inference becomes higher along with the user's sequence of Web data (i.e., the probability of privacy preservation becomes lower with the sequence of user's data). The reason behind this intuition is that a user learns or reveals more with the sequence of Web actions and therefore the data become more refined or specified to a certain topic enabling the Web data sequence to being highly linkable (less anonymized) to an individual. Therefore, the inference probability becomes higher and the following Web data/action by the user might be at an even higher risk of disclosure.
Risk Prediction
The aim of our risk prediction module is to measure users' risk of their Web data being distinguishable, uniform and linkable as probabilities in a hidden Markov model (HMM). A user is represented by u i and a data entered at a time t is represented by Xt . We train the HMM model using previous Web data in order to predict a user's privacy risk of his Web data entered at the current time being. HMM is a probabilistic model for representing probability distributions over sequences of observations. They are used in speech recognition systems, computational molecular biology applications, computer vision applications, and other applications of artificial intelligence and pattern recognition [17] . Assume a sequence of events (Web data entered by a user) over time t as X 1 , X 2 , ⋯, X T . These events satisfy the (first-order) Markov property, i.e., the current event Xt is independent of all the events prior to X t −1 . Each of these events Xt outputs observations Yt which also satisfy the Markov property, i.e., Xt and Yt are independent of the events and observations at all other time indices. These Markov properties state that the joint distribution of a sequence of events and their observations can be factored as:
A Web data entered by a user becomes a node and the probabilities of uniqueness, uniformity, and linkability are modelled in the HMM. The three probabilities modelled are:
(1) Uniqueness is modelled as transition probabilities in the HMM. Transition probabilities are conditional probabilities of a data by all users given previous data sequence by all users. This is required to calculate the indistinguishability or non-uniqueness of a user's data from other users' data. The risk of a data being distinguishable depends on the previous data. The reason is that the information gain from a data becomes higher if the previous data in the same topic are considered. Nodes in the HMM include data at a time (Xt ) related to personal identifiable information topic, and/or a private/sensitive topic (such as cancer, drugs, and pregnancy). Edges contain the transition probabilities between nodes (p(Xt ⋃︀ X t −1 )). These transition probabilities are weighted by their confidence in terms of how many transitions have occurred, which is w T = 1⇑count(Xt ⋃︀ X t −1 ). For calculating the privacy risk of a user with his Web data, the weighted transition probabilities are considered, i.e., w T ×p(Xt ⋃︀ X t −1 ). (2) Uniformity is modelled as observation probabilities in the HMM. Observation probabilities are probabilities of the data found in previous Web data by different users (u i ) including the user whose risk is to be predicted (if available). Each node contains a set of observations with observation probabilities. We model these observation probabilities as different users' probabilities of the given data, Xt , found in previous data (p(u i ⋃︀ Xt )). This is required to incorporate the non-uniformity aspect of a user as the frequency of the data entered by the user. The more a user has entered a specific data the more confidence (and therefore higher risk) in the inference that the user is interested in this data. Again these probabilities are weighted by w O = 1⇑count(u i ⋃︀ Xt ) and then inversed (as more uniform a user is higher the privacy risk is and therefore lower privacy probability), i.e.,
In addition to these two probabilities, we have prior probabilities of the user based on previous searches that include PII (names, locations, and organizations). In order for the Web data (related to sensitive/private topics other than PII topic) to be linkable to a user, the PII revealed by the user in his previous data needs to be taken into account. This prior probability of risk (of linkable using PII revealed) for a user u i is calculated from the HMM of PII. The privacy risks of data related to PII topic are modelled in a separate HMM. For a given user u i , the prior risk probability is calculated by getting the minimum privacy probability (maximum privacy risk) from all the paths in the PII HMM which include nodes Xt that contain an observation probability for the user, i.e., p(u i ⋃︀ Xt ) > 0. For users who do not have revealed any PII in previous search history the prior privacy probability becomes 1.0.
The overall privacy probability of a user u i along a sequence of Web data X 1 → X 2 → ⋯ → Xt is calculated as, following the Markov probability in Equation (1):
where H MM P I I ⋃︀ u i returns a list of privacy probabilities calculated from the PII HMM for all paths that include nodes where the user has an observation probability of > 0.0.
Obfuscation
Once a user data is identified as a privacy risk by our method based on the predicted privacy probability, the second step is to replace or modify the original high risk data with alternative data from different paths in the HMM to overcome the privacy risk with a loss in utility.
We quantify the utility loss (ul) in terms of semantic similarity between the original data Xx and the suggested data Xy .
where sim(Xx , Xy ) is a semantic similarity function [24] which returns the similarity value between the two data in the range 0 and 1. The larger the semantic similarity is the lower the utility loss is by using the alternative data.
The obfuscation module generates a list of alternative data suggestions (learned from the HMM model) along with their predicted privacy risk and calculated utility loss, from which one alternative data is chosen by the system to overcome privacy risk. It is important to note that the utility loss for the original data is 0.0 (1.0 − sim(Xy , Xy ) = 1.0 − 1.0 = 0.0).
Adversarial Machine Learning
Given the training datasets and the HMM model learned probabilities can be accessed by an adversary, similar to all other existing obfuscation techniques our privacy-aware obfuscation technique can be susceptible to privacy attacks to learn the original data. The adversary is able to calculate or estimate the privacy risk values using the learned HMM probabilities and this could lead to privacy violation. For example, if a user's privacy risk increases with the data entered by the user and suddenly if the risk gets lower then the adversary might be able to guess that this could be a perturbed data by the system. In such a case, the adversary would be able to guess the actual data by getting all possible paths in the HMM that have higher risks.
In order to overcome this attack, we propose an adversarial machine learning technique by combining differential privacy-based noise addition with our HMM model. Noise is added in terms of counts/probabilities in the HMM model in order to perturb the original probability distribution. The magnitude of the noise depends on a privacy parameter ϵ and sensitivity S of query functions on the HMM model by an adversary. Definition 2.1 (L1-sensitivity). Given two count dictionaries T 1 and T 2 , such that ⋃︀ T 1 ⋃︀ = ⋃︀ T 2 ⋃︀ and T 1 and T 2 differ in only one element/entry's count, the L1-sensitivity ofuery functions on both dictionaries, is measured as:
where Q(⋅) is a query function on a dictionary and ⋃︀ ⋅ ⋃︀ denotes the cardinality of a dictionary. Theorem 2.2 (Noise addition with differential privacy). Let Q be a set of query functions and S be the L1-sensitivity of Q. Then, ϵ-differential privacy can be achieved by adding random noise r , i.e., Q A differentially private dictionary release (publishing) corresponds to issuing count queries by an adversary: select count( * ) f rom dictionary where count⇑probability ≥ x (5) Given a set of query functions Q, differential privacy adds noise drawn from Laplace distribution with magnitude b to the true response value. As shown in Theorem 2.2, b is determined by two parameters: (1) a privacy parameter ϵ and (2) the sensitivity S of Q. In this context, it is known that a single update in the count/probability value of an element in a dictionary can change the result of at most two count queries by a magnitude of at most one. Therefore, we add Laplace noise to each element in the dictionaries with b = 2⇑ϵ. Positive noise is incorporated by incrementing the count/probability values, while negative noise requires subtracting the count probability values.
EVALUATION
In this Section, we present and discuss our findings on adversarial machine learning based differentially private Web data obfuscation method. First, we present the datasets in use and then we discuss results of our experiments.
Datasets
To measure the privacy risks associated with online Web data and to evaluate the effectiveness of our obfuscation method, we use two datasets: (1) AOL users' search queries; and (2) reviews of Android applications on Google Play 3 . We summarize our datasets in Table 1 . AOL Search Queries: In 2006, AOL released an anonymized version of 20 million user search queries of more than 650,000 users over 3 months period. Usernames were replaced by anonymous identifiers with the aim to protect user privacy. However, it failed to prevent de-anonymization for some users who performed egosurfing, or searched for personal details such as social security number, phone number, or location directions. Therefore, we use this dataset to quantify sensitivity of Web data and to evaluate the effectiveness of our obfuscation method. Each line in the in AOL search query data contains five fields: anonymous user ID, query string, query time, the rank of the item selected, and the domain of the selected item's URL path. Due to time limitation, we did not apply our method on the whole dataset, rather we set a criteria that selects only those users who have queries greater than 100. The statistics of our sampled dataset is given in Table 1 .
AOL Search Queries
Android Apps Reviews Moreover, to highlight the consequences of searching privacy sensitive topics that could potentially reveal user information, we focus on three topics: Cancer, Pregnancy, and Alcohol. In order to extract queries in these topics, we need to identify some must words for each topic. For this purpose, we used Free Keyword Tool offered by Wordstream 4 that utilizes the latest Google keyword API.
We then performed topic modeling on these keywords to get most accurate and relevant must words. We used NLTK [2] and gensim [1] to perform topic modeling and to extract relevant queries. Android Apps Reviews: In order to collect users' reviews on Android apps from Google Play Store, we leveraged the crawlers developed in [20] and used the top 100 apps as a seed. Our crawler collects apps identifiers 5 and apps meta-data by following a breadthfirst-search approach for the apps which are "similar" in description or published by the same developer at Google Play. In summary, we crawled 1,018,656 apps in a 4-week period of December 2016 and collected 16,335,480 reviews from 11,196,960 unique users. A given user review consists of anonymous ID of a user, review text, review time and date, app ID, and app category. We selected four categories of apps i.e., Social, Lifestyle, Health, and Games and extracted 5 Million reviews from our crawled dataset and then applied a criterion to select only those users that provide reviews in a range of 15 to 20 on different apps. We found that most of the reviews have been given for games followed by Lifestyle and Health apps.
Experiments and Results
We analyze privacy risk prediction results from the three aspects of uniqueness, uniformity, and linkability, and also present overall risk prediction results combining all three. We then discuss our results on differentially private Web data obfuscation method using some validation cases. Finally, we present the efficiency results.
3.2.1 Experimental Setting. Before applying our method, we first pre-processed the data by filtering the broken, invalid, or empty sentences, and then re-ordered them based on time sequence. We then split the data into 20-80 testing approach where 20% of the data were used for testing, while 80% were used for training the HMM. Furthermore, to reduce training time, we applied k-means clustering that partitions the training data into k clusters, and then used multi-processing technique to run each training cluster simultaneously [15] . k-means algorithm helps grouping similar Web data i.e., queries and reviews, based on the nearest mean (centroid). For our datasets, we selected 20 clusters using the elbow method [36] . Results from each multi-processed cluster are then combined to create one training model. For AOL dataset, we used semantic similarity algorithm for short sentences proposed by [25] to find similar queries, while term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) was used to evaluate similarities of app reviews [15] . We used ϵ-differential privacy based noise addition for adversarial machine learning where the privacy budget parameter is set to ϵ = 0.3. Table 2 (user ID 3058504), where the risk becomes 100% after entering 10 queries. Moreover, the average risk of predicting a user with just 1 sensitive query ranges between 78% and 83% (0.78 − 0.83). This is because our framework calculates risks based on three aspects, i.e., uniformity, uniqueness, and linkability. Even if a user does not have uniform data, he might be identified through the unique pattern of entering data, and vice versa. For instance, we can predict after 10 queries of the user shown in Table 2 with user ID '3058504' that either he or his family member is suffering from thyroid cancer. Similarly, we observe that another user (with user ID '3612363' as shown in Table 2 ) wants to know about Dr. Paul Mansfield, who worked at MD Anderson Cancer Center. Further queries would reveal that he is interested in prostate cancer at MD Anderson and its treatment. We also observe similar cases for pregnancy and alcohol topics, and found that users could be identified through their unique Web patterns. For instance, we discover that the user with ID '7894176' (shown in Table 2 ) is pregnant but has antiphospholipid and smoking problems. Likewise, the user with ID '4320454' wants to defy drug test by finding some ways.
Privacy Risk
For app reviews dataset, we found that average privacy risk associated with just 1 sensitive review is 80.5% (0.805), which increases to 87.5% (0.875) with 7 reviews. In Table 2 , we observe that the user with ID '1559229' has some kind of association with Fibromyalgia disease and is using an app to improve his health issues. Similarly, we analyze that the user with ID '5995260' has the same writing pattern for all reviews and thus his privacy risk reaches to 99% (0.99) with only six reviews.
Considering our overall risk prediction results, we found that any data entry which contains words such as country name, person name, disease name, personal pronouns or uniformity has privacy risk of 75% (0.75) or above and is highly risky/sensitive. Therefore, we set our privacy risk threshold to 0.75, i.e., any entry which has a privacy risk above 75% is considered as highly risky which requires to be obfuscated with (semantically similar) entry. Figure 2 shows the results of privacy risk prediction. It is clear in Figure 2a that our method is capable of re-identifying users even if the users' unique identities are not known. Our results indicate that an average risk reaches to 100% (1.0) if users have 10 or more data entries. The minimum average risk is 78% (0.78) for alcohol with 1 query. For app reviews, we achieve maximum of 87.5% (0.875) average risk with 7 reviews, and a minimum of 80.5% (0.805) with just 1 review. Figure 2b shows the CDF of users with their predicted privacy risks. For cancer and pregnancy, we found that more than 50% of users have risk higher than 0.85, while alcohol has a prediction rate of 0.7 for more than 50% of users. We found similar results for reviews dataset, where more than 50% of users have privacy risk of 0.7 involved in their reviews. Uniformity: We now discuss our results on the uniformity of users' Web entries. As mentioned earlier, uniformity refers to the number of observations of data entry by a user on the Web. Our results compliment previous discussion, where users are exposed to higher risk with uniform data. We found that users who entered same entries two times have at least 85% (0.85) of privacy risk with all datasets. For instance, we observe that a user enters the query 'do i have liver disease if a small amount of billirubin is in urine' four times and thus gets the risk of 100% (1.0) being identifiable. Similarly, we found that a user enters the review 'NICE 1' 5 times, and has a privacy risk of 99.8% (0.998). Figure 3 shows the average risk for uniform queries. Overall, our results indicate that users involved in alcohol and pregnancy topics are 100% identifiable after entering 12 uniform queries, whereas users involved in cancer topics are 100% identifiable with 10 uniform queries. Similarly, we analyzed that users who entered 10 similar reviews are 100% identifiable.
Uniqueness: Uniqueness refers to the distinctive sequence of a user's data entries on the Web. Figure 4 shows the results. Our analysis shows that out of 700 unique data sequences of pregnancy, 680 sequences are 100% (1.0 risk) identifiable, and has the minimum average privacy risk of 98% (0.98). Likewise, cancer queries have 430 unique sequences out of which 410 are 100% identifiable and have the minimum average risk of 98.5% (0.985). For instance, in pregnancy topic, we found that a user is 98.5% identifiable after entering 7 unique queries in a sequence as shown below: 'how to increase fertility naturally', 'increasing fertility naturally', 'increasing the number of eggs released during ovulation naturally', 'increasing the number of eggs released during ovulation naturally', 'conceiving twins without fertility drugs', 'getting a baby girl', 'choosing babys sex with ovulation'
For alcohol queries, we realize that 40 out of 180 data sequences have 1.0 risk, and these queries have the minimum average risk of 0.71. App reviews dataset has the lowest number of unique sequences, i.e., 20. The minimum average risk is 0.79 and it shows 1.0 privacy risk for 2 unique sequences only.
Linkability: We now investigate the linkability of users' Web entries using their PII. We found few users who have PII information available in their Web entries. For instance, a user in pregnancy topic entered a query 'place son long island to have a baby shower', and another user in alcohol topic entered PII query 'drug cases that been through the US appellate court'. Similarly, for app reviews dataset, we found that a number of users have entered either email IDs or names in their reviews. Figure 5 shows the average privacy risk for the queries having PII available. We also present results without linkability information i.e., we remove PII and evaluate the privacy risk for the same set of entries. Our results indicate linking data with PII has more privacy risk as compared to data with no PII. For instance, cancer has the minimum average risk of 95% (0.95) for linkability, which reduces to 50% (0.5) if we remove PII. Similarly, pregnancy has 89.5% (0.895) minimum privacy risk with PII and 59% (0.59) without PII. We observe less difference in alcohol queries, i.e., a minimum of 98.5% (0.985) risk for linkability and 90.5% (0.905) for unlinkability. For app reviews, the linkable reviews have 90.6% (0.906) of minimum average risk, but reduces to 40.5% (0.405) without PII. However, we found that entries with or without PII can reach to 100% identifiability (uniqueness and uniformity) except for app reviews, for which the maximum risk involved with and without PII are 99% (0.99) and 98.5% (0.985), respectively.
Obfuscation.
In this Section, we discuss our results on the obfuscation of high risk Web entries. We first present results for adversarial resistant obfuscation method and then move to few validation cases where original Web entries are altered to low risk entries. As mentioned in Section 2, we obfuscated the data entries having higher privacy risk with lower risk entries that are semantically similar to original entries.
We compare original and obfuscated Web entries using two metrics i.e., privacy risk and utility loss. We found that some obfuscated entries offer 0% privacy risk at the low cost of utility, however, there are some exceptions where obfuscated entries totally change the meaning of original entries. Moreover, our results indicate that the addition of differentially private noise in HMM model does not show significant difference in the risk calculations of Web entries. However, we see a significant increase in utility loss for app reviews dataset, i.e., 50% of the altered entries has the utility loss of 64.3% (0.643), which increases to 90% (0.9) for the perturbed entries by noise. For AOL dataset, the utility loss remains between 58% to 63% (0.58 − 0.63) for 50% of both the perturbed entries with and without noise. The utility loss comparison between obfuscated data with and without noise for each topic is shown in Figure 6 . Thus, these results indicate that the obfuscated entries come with the cost of loosing the original meaning of the data. We however are able to attain lower privacy risk, where the risk of all alternative entries suggested by our method are below 75% (0.75) and do not contain any name, location, specific writing pattern, uniformity in entries etc. On average, the privacy risk is reduced to almost 30% to 40% (0.3 − 0.4), however at the cost of utility. Table 3 shows validation cases where some Web entries are obfuscated to preserve privacy by our method at the cost of utility. We compare privacy risks of original and obfuscated Web entries along with the utility loss before and after the addition of differentiallyprivate noise. We take three cases (best, average, worst) from AOL topics and two cases (average, worst) from app reviews dataset. These cases indicate that the addition of noise not only improves privacy but also helps in securing the obfuscation method against adversary attacks. Similarly, in Figure 7 we show that the addition of noise dodges adversary by changing the original risk to perturbed risk. Even if the adversary has access to datasets, HMM probabilities, and knowledge of framework, our addition of differential-private noise does not allow the adversary to guess the original risk as well as the difference between original and obfuscated Web data. Consider an example in Figure 7a where original risk reaches 83% (0.83) and suddenly falls down to 0% (0.0) risk by replacing original entry with obfuscated low risk entry. In this case, adversary is able to differentiate between original and obfuscated entries since sudden fall is an indication of obfuscated data. The inclusion of differential noise perturbs the risk such that it becomes difficult for an adversary to guess if it is an original or obfuscated entry. When a risk is above a certain threshold, the adversary model certainly replaces the original entry with low risk entries, however the addition of noise confuses the adversary to get to the original entry.
Efficiency.
Finally, we investigate the time efficiency of our method. We found that time increases with the increasing number of data entries. The average time to predict, add noise, and then alternate high risk Web entries is 0.0302, 0.0454, 0.0304, 0.0118 seconds per query of cancer, pregnancy, and alcohol, and app reviews, respectively. We found that the time to evaluate and obfuscate a query gets stable after entering certain number of queries. This is because either queries are repeating or we are training/updating our model continuously. However, when a new query comes in, which is not already seen by the training model, then it might take more time. Figure 8a shows the average time for each topic against the number of data entries. The maximum average time is 224 seconds for 47 cancer queries. Figure 8b shows the distribution of users against average time. We found that 85% of AOL users are processed within 50 seconds, while 62.5% of app reviews users are processed in 0.002 seconds. The significant time difference between the two datasets is because of two different techniques used for semantic matching. The TF-IDF approach [15] is pretty faster than the semantic similarity function [25] used for AOL because of various functions involved (word order, sentence order, NLTK semantic dictionary etc.).
Discussion
The obfuscation method presented in this paper highlights three key aspects: (1) comprehensive privacy risk evaluation of Web data, (2) semantic similarity for obfuscated data, and (3) resilient against adversarial machine learning. We conducted experiments of our framework on two datasets, AOL search query and Android app reviews. We first measure the privacy risk associated with queries and apps reviews, and then obfuscate high risk entries. The results show that our privacy prediction technique is reliable enough to identify high risk Web entries via three aspects of uniqueness, uniformity, and linkability. In addition, our obfuscation method guarantees privacy against adversarial attacks with high effectiveness. Our results reveal some important findings which we enlist below.
(1) Privacy risk increases with sharing more data on the Web even if the users' unique identities are not known. Users who share their personal interest in a specific field are likely to be more vulnerable to privacy attacks. For instance, users who searched for information related to specific medical center in a specific area are more easily identifiable in terms of their location and disease. For app review dataset, we found many users have same writing pattern in their reviews, thus making them identifiable against other users. (2) Privacy risk increases with sharing same data on the Web.
Users who entered same queries or reviews multiple times are easily recognizable. The identification reaches to 100% with 10 uniform entries. Similarly, privacy risk increases with The AOL dataset (as used in most of the other related work) is outdated. Fresh Web datasets from search engines such as Google, and Yahoo as well as from social platforms such as Facebook may lead to high privacy risk rates. We also did not test our framework in an online environment, and thus another important aspect for future investigation is to develop a real-time privacy risk prediction and obfuscation system where Web entries are evaluated and obfuscated at run-time with or without user involvement. Perhaps a browser plug-in could be developed for our proposed method.
We used fixed privacy budget parameter for our differentially private obfuscation method. Similarly, we fixed our privacy risk threshold to 0.75. We need to further investigate different parameter settings. Moreover, the semantic similarity function is not efficient to calculate risk in milliseconds, which requires other efficient and effective similarity measure approaches to be studied for real-time applications.
RELATED WORK
Several works have been conducted on obfuscation techniques for Web search queries. TrackMeNot (TMN) [18] is proposed as a Firefox plugin to randomly issue dummy queries from predefined Rich Site Summary (RSS) feeds. GooPIR is a standalone application for noise addition to Google queries [12] , which modifies the user queries by adding dummy keywords, and then the search results are re-ranked locally based on the original user queries. PRivacy model for the Web (PRAW) [32] is another technique, which continuously generates fake queries in different topics of interest of the user.
Few studies have been conducted on obfuscation methods for other Web data, such as social networks. Weinsberg et al. [37] studied the impact of obfuscation on the utility of recommendation systems with different classifiers. Salman et al. [31] and Li et al. [23] proposed methodologies to prevent inference attacks against published data by distorting data before making it publicly available while providing utility guarantee. A study by Chen et al. [7] investigated the effectiveness of different obfuscation strategies and policies for online social networks and proposed a novel obfuscation strategy based on the χ 2 feature selection metric without requiring knowledge about the classifier used by an adversary. On the other hand, only limited works have considered quantifying privacy in Web data. Peddinti et al. [30] evaluated the privacy guarantees offered by the TMN based on machine learning classifiers. Gervais et al. [14] also evaluated the query obfuscation techniques such as TMN and fake query generation, by learning the linkability between users' original and fake queries via machine learning algorithms. Balsa et al. [3] performed qualitative analysis on six existing obfuscation techniques by investigating their privacy characteristics. The study provides insights into the deficiencies of existing solutions however, it did not analyze and compare the techniques quantitatively. Another study by Chow et al. [8] proposed two features that could be used to differentiate TMN dummy queries from real user queries.
A recent work by Biega et al. [4] studied quantifying privacy risk in Web data by manually developing rules for sensitive key-value pairs and performing probabilistic calculation of the rules based on user's search history. Rule-based approaches are time-consuming as well as non-reliable for real-time risk prediction. A ranking-based Information Retrieval-centric approach to privacy risk evaluation in online communities is proposed by Biega et al. [5] . This approach uses ranking as a means of modelling a rational adversary who targets the most afflicted users. In [26] , a framework for computing privacy scores of users in online social networks was proposed based on the sensitivity and visibility of a set of profile items.
The threat of tracking users dates back to Sweeney, who showed for the first time that coarse-grained information such as birthday, gender, and ZIP code can uniquely identify a person [35] . This work was followed by several studies that provided measurement insights into Web tracking and device fingerprinting [9-11, 13, 21, 22, 27, 29, 38, 39] .
However, none of these works allows risk prediction of Web data when the user actively participates in online Web activities. In addition, no work has addressed obfuscation based on risk prediction for online users who are about to exploit to inference attack. Adversarial machine learning has been an active area of research in the recent literature [19] . However, no work has so far considered adversarial machine learning for Web data obfuscation techniques. Our work is the first to address in this direction of privacy-aware obfuscation method for any Web data using a comprehensive risk evaluation method.
CONCLUSIONS
Web data privacy has received much attention in the recent times due to the wide spread use of the Web and the growing concerns of privacy and confidentiality. Several works on obfuscation methods to counter privacy risks of Web data have been conducted in the literature. However, these methods are not generic and applicable to any Web data and they do not consider obfuscation for high risk predicted data using semantically similar data. In addition, adversarial machine learning for Web data obfuscation has not been studied in the literature. In this paper, we propose a privacy-aware obfuscation method that addresses the shortcomings of existing methods. We conducted experiments using two real Web datasets and our experiment results show that our method is effective in predicting privacy risk in Web data and obfuscating data that are predicted with high risk. In the future, we plan to implement our obfuscation method as a user-centric application to be deployed as a browser plug-in.
